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Dutch based Lift Emotion has designed, manufactured and installed some of the most
stylish and sleek elevators for superyachts the world over. While the company intends 
to continually enhance its reputation across this illustrious market, company owner Mike
Brandt told Daniel Barnes about the firm’s rebranding campaign to increase awareness
throughout the offshore sectors.

more and more often, we are getting asked to supply work-horse
type elevators and lifting solutions for the offshore industry,”
said Mr Brandt. 

“We may have built our reputation on beautifully designed
and engineered elevators for high-end clients, but for the offshore
industry, they need to be practical and durable. Rather than
working on the aesthetics of a glass based elevator, our main
focus is ensuring what we deliver to offshore clients is technically
a lot more rigid and allows onboard crews to troubleshoot or do
some maintenance. If you work in a nice area you can have small
profiles that look nice, but not on a work boat, they have to perform
like a workhorse.”

The demand for old fashioned but reliable elevator systems
means the Lift Emotion team is currently involved in projects
for the likes of Cosco, STX Conrad, Sefine and Incat Shipyards.

Offshore Ascendancy
“Over the last few years, offshore related work has grown 
annually between ten and 25 per cent, so we decided to rebrand 
the company.”

As such, Lift Emotion Offshore and Industry BV has been 
created for the benefit of its growing industrial audience. “We
will still of course keep the Lift Emotion brand for our superyacht
clients,” said Mr Brandt, “but this enables us to clearly separate
the two arms of our company.” 

Now sporting two separate websites – www.lift-emotion.eu for
the bespoke superyacht clientele, and www.offshore-elevator.com
for the rigid elevators demanded by the offshore industry – Mr
Brandt said the company can now focus more attention than
ever on its marketing strategy.

The biggest challenge facing the company, or any new 
company in fact, is getting its name out there and recognised by
the people that matter. To promote the new brand, Mr Brandt
and his colleagues shall be attending SMM 2014, for the first
time as exhibitors.

“We shall be part of the Dutch Pavilion but you won’t see me
wearing anything bright orange, there will be plenty of it without me!
“We will be trying to get our message across that shipyards don’t
need to change their vessels to the needs of an elevator; with
Lift Emotion, we invest a lot into research and development in
order to come up with new solutions to make our elevators fit the
existing vessel requirements. 

Long Term Value or Short Term Cost?
“So the task for us is to convince shipyards to opt for a product
that lasts and works; that delivers quality, rather than some-
thing that is cheaper but could result in problems in the not-so
distant future. But this is a difficult task, especially when you
are trying to sell into Asia or China.”

Mr Brandt will also be promoting the company’s additional services
to those willing to spend time at the Lift Emotion stand. “We have an
extensive spare parts division where we can deliver anything; doors,
hydraulic drives, control panels; to anywhere in the world.

“We work with major European elevator parts suppliers and
this allows us to keep the latest in elevator technologies integrated
in our systems. With the usage of our key suppliers, our customers
can count on a quick reply to special spares demand. 

“Our elevators may be tailor-made in-house but they have open
technology and interchangeable components and parts, meaning
they’re ideal for use in any elevator or lift, whatever its make or
origin. We also do maintenance on any type or brand of elevator
and can revamp any controls on open-source equipment.

Whilst the company undergoes its transition, the growth
strategy for the company is sensible and steady. “Our objective
is to have decent but steady growth for the next few years,
where we can deliver proper equipment for the market,” 
envisioned Mr Brandt. “This will need time as, nowadays, price
is more important than quality, but I think if the end costumers
know what they will get at the end, our product will be the 
preferred choice.” n

Ever since 2007, when Mike Brandt, together with Eef
Kwakkel, started life on the ground with the decision to
found Lift Emotion, the company has been on a steady

rise in one direction; “Going Up,” (as the automated voice inside
one of its tailor made lifts would say.)

With a team consisting of five office-based technical staff and a
crew of around 15 for maintenance and new build work, Lift Emotion
has concocted a recipe for tailor-made elevators that combine
elegance and practicality akin to the demands of the superyacht
world, with highly functional and reliable lifts for the demanding and
rigorous nature of heavy industrial plants or offshore rigs.

“We are a small company, so we don't have the luxury to work
under cost price, but our customers know and appreciate that,”
said Mr Brandt. “We produce lifts that are bespoke and meant to

last 15 or 20 years with the right maintenance, not ones that
brake down and require a complete rebuild after one or two
years, which is something we see happening all too often in 
the industry.”

Complying with all necessary NEN, ISO, Lloyd’s, DNV, and ABS reg-
ulations, Lift Emotion provides a full range of passenger, crew, goods
and heavy goods, trolley and dumbwaiter lifting mechanisms. 

Setting the Standard
For the superyacht sector, Lift Emotion’s design deftness and
precise workmanship are apparent in a great number of luxury
yachts currently sailing the seven seas or moored up in exotic
locations awaiting their next chartered adventure. “We have
always branded ourselves as a luxury elevator company, but

Doors Opening 
to the Next Level
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